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Abstract- In this paper, we investigate filter-and-forward 
beamforming (FF-BF) for relay networks employing single-carrier 
transmission over frequency-selective channels. In contrast to 
prior work, which concentrated on multiple single-antenna relay 
nodes, we consider networks employing multiple multi-antenna 
relay nodes. For the processing at the destination, we investigate 
two ditTerent cases: (1) A simple slicer without equalization 
and (2) a linear equalizer or a decision-feedback equalizer. For 
both cases, we optimize the FF-BF matrix filters at the relays 
for maximization of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 
(SINR) under a transmit power constraint, and for the first case 
we consider additionally optimization of the FF-BF matrix filters 
for minimization of the total transmit power under an SINR 
constraint. For the first case, we obtain closed-form solutions for 
the optimal finite impulse response (FIR) FF-BF matrix filters, 
whereas for the second case, we provide the optimal solution for 
infinite impulse response FF-BF matrix filters, and an efficient 
gradient algorithm for recursive calculation of near-optimal FIR 
FF-BF matrix filters. Our simulation results reveal that for a 
given total number of antennas in the network, a small number of 
multiple-antenna relays can achieve significant performance gains 
over a large number single-antenna relays. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Relaying is a promising technique to extend the range of 
wireless communication systems [1]. The two main relay proto
cols considered in the literature are amplify-and-forward (AF) 
and decode-and-forward (OF) relaying [1]. Thereby, AF relay
ing is generally believed to be less complex as the relays only 
perform a linear processing of the received signals, whereas 
the relays have to decode and re-encode the received signals 
in OF relaying. In AF relaying, beamforming (BF) across the 
relays is a simple yet efficient technique to improve capacity 
and reliability. BF for AF relays and frequency-flat channels 
has been extensively studied in the literature, cf. e.g. [2] and 
references therein. 

Filter-and-forward (FF) relaying was first introduced in [3]. 
Similar to AF relaying, no decodinglre-encoding is needed at 
the relays and the relays merely perform linear processing of 
the received signals. More specifically, all the relay nodes are 
equipped with infinite impulse response (IIR) or finite impulse 
response (FIR) filters. In [3], a linear filtering transceiver design 
for relay networks with one relay node and frequency flat chan
nels was considered. FF beamforming (FF-BF) for frequency
selective channels was proposed in [4] and [5]. In [4], only 
a simple slicer was employed at the destination requiring the 
FF-BF filters at the relays to equalize both the source-relay 
and the relay-destination channels. It was shown in [5] that 
substantial performance gains compared to the scheme in [4] 
are possible if simple linear equalization (LE) or decision
feedback equalization (DFE) is performed at the destination 
at the expense of an increase in complexity. Both [4] and 
[5] considered only single-antenna relay nodes. However, in 

certain applications such as mobile-to-mobile or sensor-to
sensor communication via a relay it is conceivable that both 
the source and the destination have small form factors and can 
accommodate only a single antenna but the relay may be able 
to accommodate multiple antennas. This is the main motivation 
for us to extend in this paper the results in [4] and [5] to 
multiple-antenna relays. As we will see, such an extension is 
not straightforward. 

In this paper, we consider a cooperative network with one 
single-antenna source, one single-antenna destination, and 
multiple multi-antenna relay nodes. We assume single-carrier 
transmission and frequency-selective channels. The relays are 
equipped FF-BF matrix filters. The destination employs either 
a simple slicer without equalization or LEIDFE. In the former 
case, we optimize the FF-BF filters for maximization of the 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) under a transmit 
power constraint and for minimization of the transmit power 
under an SINR constraint, respectively. For both optimization 
criteria we find a closed-form solution for the optimal FIR 
FF-BF matrix filters at the relays. For the case of LEIDFE 
at the destination, we derive a closed-form expression for the 
frequency response of the optimal IIR FF-BF matrix filters, 
and a numerical algorithm with guaranteed convergence for 
optimization of the power allocation factor included in the 
expression. We also provide an efficient gradient algorithm 
for recursive calculation of near-optimal FIR FF-BF filters. 
Simulation results reveal that it is preferable to have one relay 
with multiple antennas rather than multiple relays with single 
antennas even if the total number of antennas is the same in 
both cases. 

Organization: In Section II, the adopted system model is 
presented. The optimization of FIR FF-BF filters when the 
destination employs only a simple slicer is discussed in Section 
ill, and the case where the destination employs LEIDFE is 
considered in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in 
Section V, and some conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 

Notations: In this paper, OT, OH, (.)*, Ix, Ox, Amax {.}, 
and [X]ij denote transpose, Hermitian transpose, complex 
conjugate, the X x X identity matrix, the all-zero column 
vector of length X, the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix, and 
the element of matrix X in row i and column j, respectively. 
Moreover, £{.}, ®, EB, and * denote expectation, the Kronecker 
product, the Kronecker sum, and discrete-time convolution, re
spectively. diag{ Xl, X 2, ... , X N } denotes a block-diagonal 
matrix with matrices Xl, X 2, ... , X N on the main diagonal. 
Furthermore, XU) � F{x[k]} = Er=-oo x[k]e-j21l1k is the 
Fourier transform of discrete-time signal x[k] . 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

We consider a relay network with one single-antenna source 
node, N R multi-antenna relays, and one single-antenna des-
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Fig. l. Cooperative network with one single-antenna source, multiple multi
antenna relay nodes, and one single-antenna destination. EQ is the equalizer 
at the destination. s[k] are estimated symbols after the equalizer or slicer. 

tination node. A block diagram of the discrete-time overall 
transmission system in equivalent complex baseband represen
tation is shown in Fig. 1. As usual, transmission is organized 
in two intervals. In the first interval, the source node transmits 
a data packet which is received by the relays. In the second 
interval, the relays filter the received packet and forward it to the 
destination node. We assume that there is no direct link between 
the source and the destination node. At the destination, the data 
packets received during the second interval are processed and 
detected. 

In Fig. 1, the discrete-time channel impulse responses (CIRs) 
between the source and the ith antenna of the zth relay, 
gi,z[kj, 0 :::; k :::; Lg - 1, and between antenna i of relay z 

and the destination, hi,z[k], 0 :::; k :::; Lh - 1, contain the 
combined effects of transmit pulse shaping, the continuous
time channel, receive filtering, and sampling. Here, Lg and Lh 
denote the lengths of the source-relay and the relay-destination 
CIRs, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that relay z has 
Mz antennas and define hz[k] � [h1,zlk] ... hM.,zlk]]T and 

gz[k] � [ gl,z[k] ... gM.,z[k]V· 
In the following, we describe the processing performed at the 

relays and the destination in detail. 

A. FF-BF at Relays 

The signal received at the ith antenna, i = I, ... , Mz, of the 
zth relay, z = 1, ... , N R, during the first time interval is given 
by 

Yi,z[k] = gi,z[k] * s[k] + ni,z[k] , (1) 

where s[k] are independent and identically distributed (Li.d.) 
symbols taken from a scalar symbol alphabet A such as phase
shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
with variance 0'; � £{ls[k]i2}, and ni,z[k] denotes the additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the ith receive antenna of the 
zth relay with variance 0';' � £{l ni,z[k]12}. 

The FF-BF matrix filter impulse response coefficients of 
relay z are denoted by Mz x Mz matrix Az[k], -ql :::; k :::; qu, 
with elements aji,z[k] on row j and column i. For IIR FF
BF matrix filters ql -+ 00 and qu -+ 00 and for FIR FF-BF 
filters ql = 0 and qu = La - 1, where La is the FIR FF-BF 
matrix filter length. The signal transmitted by the jth antenna, 
j = 1, ... , Mz, of the zth relay, z = 1, ... ,NR, during the 
second time interval can be expressed as 

M. 
tj,z[k] = L aji,z[k] * Yi,z[k] 

i=l 
M. M. 

= L aji,z[k] * gi,z[k] * s[k]+ L aji,zlk] * ni,z[k] . (2) 
i=l i=l 

B. Processing at Destination 

Since there is no direct link between the source and the 
destination, the signal received at the destination is given by 

NR M. 
r[k] L L hj,z[k] * tj,z[k] + no[k] 

z=l j=l 
heq[k] * s[k] + n[k] , (3) 

where no[k] is AWGN with variance 0'; � £{l no[k]i2}. The 
equivalent CIR heq[k] between source and destination and the 
effective noise n[k] are given by 

and 

NR M. M. 
heq[k] � L L hj,zlk] * L aji,z[k] * gi,z[k] , (4) 

z=l j=l i=l 

NR M. M. 
n[k] � L L hj,z[k] * L aji,z[k] * ni,z[k] + no[k] , (5) 

z=l j=l i=l 
respectively. Note that n[k] is colored noise because of the 
filtering of ni,z[k] by hzlk] and Az[k]. Eq. (3) shows that a 
cooperative relay network with FF-BF can be modeled as an 
equivalent single-input single-output (SISO) system. Therefore, 
as long as the destination knows the statistics of the colored 
noise n[k], at the destination the same equalization, channel 
estimation, and channel tracking techniques as for point-to
point single-antenna transmission can be used. Here, we con
sider two cases: (1) The destination makes a decision based 
on r[k] without equalization. (2) The destination first equalizes 
r[k] using LE or DFE optimized under zero-forcing (ZF) and 
minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) criteria before making 
a decision [6]. The optimization of the corresponding FF
BF matrix filters will be discussed in Sections III and IV, 
respectively. 

III. FF-BF WITHOUT EQUALIZATION 

In this section, we consider the case where the destination 
node cannot afford an equalizer due to size and/or power limi
tations. Therefore, we assume that a simple slicer is employed 
at the destination throughout this section. In the following, we 
will optimize FIR FF-BF matrix filters for maximization of 
the SINR at the slicer output under a power constraint and for 
minimization of the transmit power under an SINR constraint, 
respectively. 

The equivalent CIR heq � [heq[O] heq[ l] ... heq[La + Lg + 
Lh - 3]V between source and destination in Eq. (4) can be 

rewritten as NR 
heq = LHJ;z iiz � Hga, (6) 

z=l 
where H � [ HI'" HNR]' g � diag {G1, ... , GNR}, and 

a � [ iii ... ii�R]T. Here, H contains ( La + Lg + Lh - 2) x 
( La+Lg - l)Mz matrices Hz � [ H1,z H2,z ... HM.,z] with 
( La + Lg + Lh - 2) X ( La + Lg - 1) column circular matrices 

Hi,z, which have [hi,z[O] ... hi,z[Lh - 1] 0L+Lg_2]T in 

their first column. Furthermore, g � diag { G 1, ... , G N R } 
contains ( La + Lg - I)Mz X M;La matrices Gz � 1M. 0 
[G1,z ... GM.,z] with ( La + Lg - 1) X La column circular 
matrices Gi,z having vectors [ gi,z [0] ... gi,z [Lg -1] OL _ dT 
in their first columns. Vector a contains M; La X 1 vectors iiz � 
[ T T T T T ]T h' h a11,z a12,z ... a1M.,z a21,z ... aM.M.,z ' w IC are 



co�prised of vectors aij,z � [aij,z[O] aij,z[I] ... aij,z[La -
III . 

Matrix 1i can be separated into one vector and one sub
matrix, i.e., 1i = rho 1ifV, where 1it � [1i]ij, 2 � 
i � ( La + Lg + Lh - 2), 1 � j � ( La + Lg -
1) E�:!\ Mz, and vector ho has length ( La+Lg -I) E�:l Mz 
and is given by ho � [h[l h[2 ... h[NR]T with 
ho,z � [h1,z[0] 0L+Lg-2 h2,z[0] 0L+Lg-2 ... hM.,z[O] 
0L+Lg _2]T. Therefore, the first term in (3) can be rewritten 
as 

La+Lg+Lh-3 
heq[k] * s[k] = heq [0] s[k] + L heq[l]s[k - l] 

1=1 
= h� Qas[k] + sT[k]1itQa 

'-,....-' ----
desired signal lSI 

(7) 

with s[k] � [s[k-I] ... s[k-( La+Lg+Lh -3)llT. Therefore, 
the power of the desired signal and the intersymbol interference 
(lSI) can be obtained as 

t' { lh�QaS[k] 12} =a�aHQHh�h�Qa (S) 

and 
t' { lsT[k]1itQaI2} = a�aH QH1if!1itQa, 

respectively. Similarly, n[k] in (5) can be rewritten as 
NR 

(9) 

n[k] = L iiz[k]Hzltz + no[k] � N[k]ita + no[k] (10) 
z=l 

with length E�:l ( La + Lh - I)Mz row vector N[k] � 
[iil[k] ... iiNR[kll andE�:l( La+Lh -I)MzxE�:l M;La 
matrix it � diag {Hb ... , HNR}. Moreover, iiz[k] � 
[nl,z[k] ... nM.,z[k]t wi� ni,z[k] _� [ni,z[k] ... nj,z[k -
( La + Lh -2)ll, and Hz = [1M. Q9 H 1,z ... 1M. Q9 H M.,z]. 
( La + Lh - 1) X La column circular matrix Hi,z has vector 
[hi,z[O] ... hi,z[Lh -1] 0L_l]T in the first column. The noise 
power can be expressed as 

t'{l n[kW} = a;aHitHita + a;. (11) 

From (S), (9), and (11), the SINR at the destination can be 
obtained as 

SINR(a) 
t' { lsT[k]1itQaI2} + t'{l n[k]12} 

aHW1a (12) 

. W i:>. 2QHh-*h-TQj 2 W i:>. 2QH'1.JH'1.J Qj 2 With 1 = a� 0 0 av' 2 = as ILt ILt av' and 
W3 � a;itH1ija;. 

From (2), the total transmit power, PR, of the relays can be 
obtained as 

NR M. 
PR = LLt' { ltj,z[k]12} = aHDa, (13) 

z=l j=l 
with D � a;QH Q + a;1 L L:NR M2' 

In the following, we wlIr lohnulate various FF-BF filter 
optimization problems based on (12) and (13). 

A. SINR Maximization Under Relay Power Constraint 

First, we consider the optimization of the FF-BF matrix 
filters for maximization of the SINR subject to maximum 
relay power P. Accordingly, the optimization problem can be 
formulated as 

max SINR(a) a 
s.t. aHDa � P . 

(14a) 

(14b) 

By letting w � Dl/2a, where Dl/2 is the Cholesky de
composition of D, the optimization problem in (14) can be 
reformulated as a generalized eigenvalue problem. The optimum 
w can be obtained as 

Wopt VPu { Ql1 D-H/2W lD-l/2} 
HQ11 D-H/2QHh� 

(15) 

where Ql � D-H/2 (W2 + W3) D-l/2+-J;1 La L::!l M� and 
u{ X} is the principle eigenvector of matrix X. Therefore, the 
maximum SINR can be obtained as 

a; -T ( 1 ) -1 
H -* SINRmax = a; ho Q W 2 + W 3 + pD Q ho , (16) 

and the corresponding optimum FF-BF matrix filter in vector 
form is given as 

H (W2 + W3 + -J;D)-l QHh� 
aopt = . (17) 

Vh� QD-1/2Q12 D-H/2QHh� 
B. Relay Power Minimization Under SINR Constraint 

Here, we optimize the FF-BF matrix filters for minimiza
tion of the relay transmit power, PR(a), subject to an SINR 
constraint. The optimization problem can be formulated as 

min PR(a) = aH Da (1 Sa) 
a 

s.t. (ISb) 

where "( is the minimal required SINR at the destination. We let 
W = Dl/2a again and note that the above problem is infeasible 
when Q2 � D-H/2 (Wi -"(W 2 -"(W 3) D-1/2, is negative 
semidefinite. If the problem is feasible, the optimum FF-BF 
matrix filter can be obtained as 

( ) 1/2 
aopt = Amax�Q2} D-1/2U{Q2} (19) 

and the corresponding minimum relay power is 
"( Pmin = Amax{Q2} . (20) 

C. SINR Maximization Under Source-Relay Power Constraint 

Compared to the case with separate power constraints for the 
source and the relays, which was considered in Section TIl-A, 
additional performance gains are possible with a joint source
relay transmit power constraint. The corresponding optimization 
problem can be formulated as 

(21a) 

(21b) 



The optimal solution can be found with a divide-and-conquer 
method. In particular, if we assume that a; is fixed, problem 
(21) is identical to problem (14). The optimum FF-BF matrix 
filter is obtained as 

Jp -a; (W2(a;) + W3 + ��(H) -9HIi� 
a t - (22) op - JIi� 9D-1/2(anQ12(anD-H/2(angHIi� 

, 

and the corresponding maximum SINR is given by 

SINR max(a;) 

= 

a; Ii�g (W2(a;) + W3 + ��;� ) -1 
9HIi� (23) av as 

where 

Note that D, W 1. and W 2 defined earlier depend now all on 
a;. The remaining problem is to find the optimal a; such that 
SINR max(a;) is maximized, i.e. 

max SINRmax (a;) . (25) <T:,o::;<T:::;P 
Problem (25) can be easily solved by a grid search or other 
numerical methods given in [7]. 

D. Source-Relay Power Minimization Under SINR Constraint 

In this case, the goal is to minimize the joint source-relay 
transmit power subject to a destination SINR constraint. The 
optimization problem can be formulated as 

min 
a,u: 

s.t. aHW1a > aHW2a + aHW3a + 1 -'Y 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Again, we assume that a; is fixed, and the resulting problem 
is identical to problem (18). If the problem is feasible, the 
optimum FF-BF matrix filter is given by 

aopt = (Amax{�2(a;)}) 
1/2 

D-1/2(a;)u{Q2(a;)} ,  (27) 

and the corresponding minimum joint source-relay transmit 
power is 

Pmin = {
'Y 

( 2)} + a; (28) Amax Q2 as 
with Q2(a;) � D-H/2(a;) (W1(a;) -'YW2(a;) -'YW3) 
xD-1/2(a;). The remaining optimization problem is 

min 'Y + 2 
<T: Amax{Q2(a;)} as 
s.t. Amax{ Q2(a;)} > o. 

(29a) 

(29b) 

a; = 0 has been ignored in problem (29) due to the fact that 
(29b) is satisfied only if a; > O. Problem (29) can be easily 
solved by numerical methods given in [7]. 

We note that the results for multi-antenna relays in Sections 
ill-A and ill-B are extensions of the results for single-antenna 
relays given in [4]. Joint source-relay power constraints as 
considered in Sections ill-C and ill-D were not discussed in 
[4]. 

IV. FF-BF WITH EQUALIZATION 

Throughout this section we assume that the destination 
node employs LE or DFE with IIR equalization filters. In a 
practical implementation, FIR equalization filters are used, of 
course. However, sufficiently long FIR filters will approach 
the performance of IIR filters arbitrarily close. Assuming IIR 
equalization filters has the advantage that relatively simple and 
elegant expressions for the SINR at the equalizer output exist 
[8], [9]. 

A. Optimal IIR FF-BF with Equalization 

In order to exploit the SINR expressions in [8], [9], we first 
have to whiten the noise impairing the signal received at the 
destination. The power spectral density of n[k] in (5) can be 
obtained as 

2 NR M. M. 
a� L L L Hj,z(f)Aji,z(f) 

z=l i=l j=l 
(30) 

·th ""N R M2 ""N R M2 . 
WI L.,..z=l z X L.,..z=l z square matnx 

r(f) � diag{r1(f), ... , rNR(f)}, where 

rz(f) � (h;(f)h;(f)) ® 1M• and hZ(f) � 
[H1,z(f), ... , HM.,z(f)f. The frequency response of the 
relay-destination channel corresponding to the jth antenna of 
the zth relay is given by Hj,z(f) � F{ hj,z[k]}. The frequency 
responses of the FF-BF matrix filters are collected in vector 
a(f) � [a[(f) ... a�R(f)]T with az(f) � [A11,z(f) 
A12,z(f) ... AM.M.,z(f)jT, where Aji,z(f) � F{aji,z[k]} 
denotes the frequency response of the FF-BF matrix filter at 
relay z corresponding to the ith receive antenna and the jth 
transmit antenna. The whitening filter W(f) for n[k] can be 
easily obtained as 

W(fl (a; � t t, H;,'(f)A;;,,(fl 
2 

+ a!) -1/2 

= (a�aH (f)r(f)a(f) + a;r1/2 , (31) 

and we denote the output of the whitening filter by r'[k]. 
Taking into account the whitening, the frequency response of 
the equivalent overall channel can be obtained as 

H�q(f) � W(f)F{ heq[k]} 
= (a�aH (f)r(f)a(f) + a;) -1/2 qT (f)a(f) (32) 

with q(f) � [q[(f) ... q�R(f)jT, qAf) � hz(f) ® gAf), 
gAf) � [G1,z(f) G2,z(f) ... GM.,z(f)]T, Gi,z(f) � 
F{ gi,z[k]}, and hz(f) � [H1,z(f) H2,z(f) ... HM.,z(f)]T. 
The power spectral density of the noise component, n'[k], of 
r'[k] is q)n' (f) = 1. 

In the remainder of this section, we formulate and solve the 
IIR FF-BF filter optimization problems for LE, DFE, and an 
idealized matched filter (MF) receiver in a unified manner. We 
can express the SINRs at the outputs of a decision feedback 
and a linear equalizer as [8]-[9] 

SINRDFE(a(f)) { 1/2 } = a; exp J In (IH�q(f)12 + e) df - X 
-1/2 

(33) 



and 

SINRLE(a(f)) ( 1/2 ) _1 
= a� J (IH�q(f)12 + er1 df - X ,  

-1/2 
(34) 

respectively. In (33) and (34), we have X = 0, e = 0 and X = 1, 
e = 1/ a; if the equalization filters are optimized based on a ZF 
and an MMSE criterion, respectively. Similarly, if only a single, 
isolated symbol s[k] is transmitted, the SINR at the output of 
an MF is given by [6] 

1/2 
SINRMF(a(f)) = a� J IH�q(f)12 df· (35) 

-1/2 
In this section, our goal is to optimize the FF-BF matrix 

filters for maximization of the SINRs at the output of the 
considered equalizers. To make the problem well defined, we 
constrain the relay transmit power, PR, which is given by 

NR M. 1/2 
PR = L?= J �tj" (f)df 

z=13=1_1/2 
1/2 J aH (f)b(f)a(f)df � P (36) 

-1/2 
where �tj" (f) � a;1 L�'1 Aji,z(f)Gi,z(f)12 + 
a; L�'1IAji,Z(fW, z = 1, . . .  , NR, j = 1, ... , Mz, 
is the power spectral density of the transmit signal tj,z [k] at 
the jth antenna of the zth relay, b(f) � a; GH (f) G(f) + 
a;IL::,!llM�' G(f) � diag{ G1(f), ... , GNR(f)}, and 

Gz(f) � 1M• Q9g;(f). 
Formally, the IIR FF-BF filter optimization problem can now 

be stated as 

max 
aU) 

s.t. 

SINRx (a(f)) (37a) 

1/2 J aH (f)b(f)a(f) df � P, (37b) 

-1/2 
where P denotes the maximum relay transmit power, and X = 

DFE, X = LE, and X = MF for DFE, LE, and an MF receiver, 
respectively. Problem (37) is formally similar to the FF-BF 
filter optimization problem for single-antenna relays considered 
in [5]. The main difference is the definition of the involved 
matrices. Thus, the results given in [5] can also be exploited 
for solving (37). In particular, the optimum a(f) is given by 

aopt(f) = vp(f)c(f)(a;p(f)r(f) + a�b(f)) -�*(f), 
(38) 

where p(f) is the power allocation for frequency f and 

c(f) � (qT(f)b-1/2(f)X-2(f)b-H/2(f)q*(f)r1/2 
(39) 

t:; 2 A -H/2 A -1/2 2 with X(f) = p(f)anD (f)r(f)D (f)+avlL:N3- M2. 
From (38), the optimum individual FF-BF filter of reI�y Z, 

a�Pt(f), can be simplified as 

a�Pt(f) =Vp(f)c(f) (a;p(f)rz(f) + a�a� Glf (f) Gz(f) 
2 2 )-1 

+ anaJM� q:(f) 
=Vp(f)c(f) (a;p(f) [h;(f)h;(f)] 

EB [a�a�g:(f)g;(f) + a;a�IM.J )-1 

x (h;(f) Q9 g:(f)) (40) 

yP[J)c(f) (h;(f) Q9 g;(f)) 
(41) a�p(f)llhZ(f)112 + a;a;llgAf) 112 + a�a; . 

The transformation from (40) to (41) is accomplished by 
exploiting the relation [10] 

(M EB N)-1 = t t (mi Q9 nj) (mi Q9 'iij)H 
(42) 

i=1 j=1 Ai(M) + Aj(N) 
where mi, ni, mi, and 'iii denote the eigenvectors of N x 
N matrices M, N, MH, and NH, respectively. Therefore, 
the optimum beamforming matrix filter A�Pt(f) of relay z is 
obtained as 

AoPt(f) - yP[J)c(f)h;(f)glj (f) 
(43) z - a�p(f)llhz(f)112 + a;a;llgAf)112 + a�a; . 

Eq. (43) reveals that the optimal IIR FF-BF matrix fil
ters for all considered receiver structures can be interpreted 
as the concatenation of a filter matched to the source
relay and the relay-destination link with frequency response 

J (f)glj (f) and a second filter whose frequency response 
p(f)c(f)/(a;p(f)llhz(f) 112 +a;llgAf)112 +a;a;) depends 

on the power allocation, and thus on the particular equalizer 
used at the destination. The remaining power allocation problem 
is given by 

max SINRx(aopt(f)) pU) 
1/2 

(44a) 

s.t. J p(f) df � P , (44b) 

-1/2 
where the IH�q(fW in SINRx(aopt(f)), cf. (33)-(35), be-
comes 

IH�q(f)12= p(f)qT(f)(p(f)a;r(f) + a�b(f) r�*(f) , (45) 

and X = DFE, X = LE, and X = MF for DFE, LE, and an MF at 
the receiver, respectively. Problem (44) is a convex optimization 
problem, and an efficient numerical algorithm for its solution 
is given in [5, Table 1]. 

B. Optimal FIR FF-BF with Equalization 

In practice, it is not possible to implement the IIR FF-BF 
filters discussed in the previous section since they would require 
the feedback of an infinite number of filter coefficients from the 
destination to the relays. However, the performance achievable 
with these IIR FF-BF filters provides a useful upper bound for 
the FIR FF-BF filters considered in this section. In particular, 
the performance of the IIR solution can be used for optimizing 
the FIR BF-FF length to achieve a desired trade-off between 
the amount of feedback and performance. We note that although 
FIR FF-BF filters are considered in this section, the equalizers 
at the destination are still assumed to employ IIR filters. 



With FIR FF-BF filters of length La at the relays, the length 
of the equivalent CIR heq[kj (4) is given by Leq = La + Lg + 
Lh - 2. In this case, the Fourier transform of heq[kj can be 
expressed as 

(46) 

with d(f) � [1 ej27r! ... ej27r!CLeq-1 )jT. FIR FF-BF coeffi
cient vector a, 'H, and Q are defined in Section III after (6), 
respectively. 

The noise whitening filter in the FIR case is given by 

W(f) = (a�aHt(f)a + a�f
1/2 (47) 

with L:�:1 M; La X L:�:1 M; La block diagonal matrix 

t(f) � diag{t1(f), ... , tNR(f)} of rank L:�:1Mz, 
where tz(f) � II: (1M. 0d(f)) (1M. 0d(f)t lIz is an 

M;La x M;La matrix of rank Mz. lIz is defined after (10), 
and d(f) � [1 ej27r! ... ej27r!CLh+La-2)jT. Therefore, after 
noise whitening, the frequency response of the overall channel 
is 

H�q(f) = dH (f)'HQa (a�aHt(f)a + a�) -
1/2. (48) 

Replacing H�q(f) now in the SINR expressions in (33)-(35) by 
H�q(f) given in (48), we obtain the SINRs SINRx(a), where 
X = DFE, X = LE, and X = MF for DFE, LE, and an MF 
receiver, respectively. This allows us to formulate the FIR FF
BF filter optimization problem in a unified manner: 

max SINRx (a) 
a 

S.t. aH Da :::; P , 

(49a) 

(49b) 

where the power constraint (49b) is the same as in (14b). 
Although problem (49) formally looks very similar to problem 
(37), it is substantially more difficult to solve. The main reason 
for this lies in the fact that the optimization variable a(f) 
in (37) can be chosen freely for each frequency f, whereas 
the coefficient vector a in (49) is fixed for all frequencies. 
Fortunately, problem (49) has the same structure as the FIR 
FF-BF problem for single-antenna relays, and thus the efficient 
gradient algorithm provided in [5, Table 2] can be used to solve 
(49). 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this section, we present simulation results for the SINR and 
the bit error rate (BER) of a cooperative network with FF-BF. 
Throughout this section we assume a;' = a� = 1 and P = l. 
This allows us to decompose the CIRs as hi,zlkj = y0hhi,z[kj 
and gi,z[kj = ...ng 9i,z[kj, where "Yh and "Yg denote the transmit
ter signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the relay-destination and 
the source-relay links, respectively. The normalized CIRs hdkj 
and 9i[kj include the effects of multipath fading and path-loss. 
All lIR and FIR FF-BF filters were obtained using the methods 
introduced in Sections III and IV. 

The locations of the source, the destination, and the relays 
are shown in Fig. 2, where the numbers on top and beside 
the arrows indicate the normalized distance between the nodes. 
We consider the following three cooperative relay network 
setups: 1) NR = 1 relays with M1 = 5 at location (c); 2) 
NR = 2 relays with M1 = 2 and M2 = 3 at locations (a) 
and (e), respectively; and 3) N R = 5 relays with Mz = 1, 
1 :::; z :::; N R, at locations (a)-(e), respectively. The normalized 
distance between the source and the destination is equal to 
2 and the normalized horizontal distance between the source 

OE d 
source 

(a) 0 

! 1/4 (b) 
(c) l1/4 ;:J E � 1/4 (d) 0 

(e) l1/4 
2-d ,,0 

destination 

Fig. 2. Locations of source, destination, and relays in simulation. 

and the relays is d. A path-loss exponent of 3 with reference 
distance dref = 1 is assumed. The CIR coefficients of all links 
are modeled as independent quasi-static Rayleigh fading with 
Lg = Lh = 5 and following an exponential power delay profile 
p[kj = ;, L:f:;1 e-k/O"'o[k - lj, where Lx E {Lg, Lh} and 
at characterizes the delay spread [11]. All results shown were 
averaged over 100,000 independent realizations of the fading 
channels. 

A. FF-BF without Equalization 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the average SINR vs. distance d for 
FF-BF for joint relay and joint source-relay power constraints, 
respectively. Relay network setups I) - 3) were adopted. The 
FF-BF matrix filters were generated using the results in Section 
III-A and III-C, respectively. For both considered constraints 
FF-BF relaying enables considerable performance gains com
pared to direct transmission except for the case with La = 1, 
N R = 5 and Mz = 1, Z E {1, 2, ... , 5}. Direct transmission 
is preferable only if the relay is located either closed to the 
source or the destination (small d or large d). The joint source
relay power constraint can yield significant performance gains 
if the relays are close to the source or close to the destination, 
respectively, by flexibly allocating more or less power to the 
source. Furthermore, Figs. 3 and 4 also show that it is preferable 
to have fewer relays with more antennas than more relays with 
fewer antennas. 

Fig. 5 shows the total source and relay transmit power, 
PR + a;, vs. the minimum required SINR "Y at the destination 
for different relay network setups. The FF-BF matrix filters 
are generated based on the results in Sections III-B and III-D, 
respectively. Similar to [4], we have only included simulation 
points which guarantee feasibility of the optimization problem 
for more than 50 % of the channels. The total source and relay 
transmit power is computed by averaging over the feasible runs. 
The probability that this problem is feasible is shown in Fig. 6. 
From Figs. 5 and 6, we observe that joint source-relay transmit 
power minimization and multiple-antenna relays can lead to 
significant power savings. Fig. 5 also reveals that increasing 
La can substantially reduce the total source and relay transmit 
power. 

B. FF-BF with Equalization 

In Fig. 7, we show the average SINR vs. distance d for 
various FF-BF filter and equalization designs for relay nework 
setup 2) (i.e., N R = 2, M1 = 2, and M2 = 3). We compare 
the performance of the proposed FF-BF matrix filter design 
with MMSE-DFE and without equalizer at the destination. 
Clearly, by adding a simple decision-feedback equalizer at the 
destination, performance gains of several dB can be achieved for 
all considered distances d. We note that for a given filter length 
La the feedback requirements and the relay complexity for the 
proposed FIR FF-BF schemes with or without equalization 
are identical. Fig. 7 also shows that as La increases, the 
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Fig. 3. Average SINR vs. distance d for FIR FF-BF without equalization 
(EQ) at the destination. The FF-BF matrix filters were optimized for a joint 
relay power constraint. Exponentially decaying channel power delay profile 
with (Jt = 2 and Lg = Lh = 5, and "Ig = "Ih = 10 dB. Results for direct 
transmission with transmit power P = 2 at the source are also included. 
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Fig. 4. Average SINR vs. distance d for FIR FF-BF without equalization 
(EQ) at the destination. The FF-BF matrix filters were optimized for a joint 
source-relay power constraint. Exponentially decaying channel power delay 
profile with (Jt = 2 and Lg = Lh = 5, and "Ig = "Ih = 10 dB. Results 
for direct transmission with transmit power P = 2 at the source are also 
included. 

perfonnance of FIR FF-BF approaches the perfonnance of IIR 
FF-BF with MMSE-DFE at the destination. For llR FF-BF 
filters, Fig. 7 shows that the loss of MMSE-DFE compared to 
an idealized MF receiver, which is the ultimate perfonnance 
bound for any equalizer architecture, exceeds 1 dB only for 
d < 0.4. 

In Fig. 8, we investigate the impact of decay parameter CTt on 
the performance of FF-BF for d = 1 and "(9 = "(h = 10 dB. We 
note that the e lR coefficients of the test channel decay the faster 
(i.e., the channel is less frequency selective), the smaller CTt is. 
As a special case, the channel becomes frequency flat when 
CTt = O. Fig. 8 shows that when the channel becomes frequency 
flat, i.e., CTt = 0, all relaying schemes provide the same average 
SINR perfonnance. We also observe that the performance of 
sufficiently long FF-BF filters is practically not affected by the 
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frequency selectivity of the channel if MMSE-LE or MMSE
DFE are employed at the destination. The idealized MF receiver 
with IIR FF-BF benefits even slightly from more frequency 
selectivity (larger CTt) because of the additional diversity offered 
by the channel. In contrast, FF-BF without equalization at the 
receiver is adversely affected by increased frequency selectivity 
and is even outperformed by direct transmission without relay 
(but with equalization at the destination) for CTt > 11. 

Fig. 9 shows BERs of BPSK modulation vs. transmit SNR, 
"( = "(9 = "(h, for FIR and IIR FF-BF matrix filters. We 
adopt cooperative relay network setup 2), and assume CTt = 2 
and d = 1. The BERs for FIR FF-BF matrix filters were 
simulated by implementing MMSE-DFE with FIR equalization 
filters of lengths 4 x Leq, which caused negligible perfonnance 
degradation compared to IIR equalization filters. The BERs 
for IIR FF-BF were obtained by approximating the BER of 
BPSK transmission by BERx = Q( v'2SINRx) [9], where 
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Fig. 7. Average SINR vs. distance d for FF-BF with MMSE-LE, MMSE
DFE, and an MF receiver at the destination. N R = 2 relays with M 1 = 2 
and M2 = 3, exponentially decaying power delay profile with (Jt = 2 and 
Lg = Lh = 5, and "(g = "(h = 10 dB. For comparison the SINRs of FF-BF 
without (w/o) equalization (EQ) at the destination and without relaying are 
also shown, respectively. 
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Fig. 8. Average SINR vs. decay parameter (Jt for FF-BF with MMSE
LE, MMSE-DFE, and an MF receiver at the destination. N R = 2 relays 
with Ml = 2 and M2 = 3, distance d = 1, exponentially decaying power 
delay profile with Lg = Lh = 5, and "(g = "(h = 10 dB. For comparison 
the SINRs of FF-BF without (w/o) equalization (EQ) at the destination and 
without relaying are also shown, respectively. 

x = DFE, X = LE, and X = MF for DFE, LE, and an 
MF receiver at the destination, respectively. Fig. 9 shows that 
equalization at the destination is very beneficial in terms of 
the achievable BER and large performance gains are realized 
compared to FF-BF without equalization. Also, for IIR FF-BF 
matrix filters MMSE-LE and MMSE-DFE receivers achieve 
practically identical BERs and the gap to the idealized MF 
receiver is less than 0.6 dB. This gap could potentially be closed 
by trellis-based equalizers, such as decision-feedback sequence 
estimation, at the expense of an increase in complexity. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we investigated FF-BF for relay networks with 
multiple multi-antenna relays and single-carrier transmission 
over frequency-selective channels. The FF-BF matrix filters at 

_ NR=2. M,=2. M2=3.IIR FF-BF (MF, anatyticaQ 
• _, _, NR=2, M,=2. M2=3, IIR FF-BF (MMSE-lE, analytical) 
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_. _. NR=2. M,=2, M2=3. FIR FF-BF w/o EQ 

FIR FF-BF(la = 1) 

FIR FF-BF (l� = 5) 

"(g = "(h [dB] -----i.� 

Fig. 9. Average BER of BPSK vs. transmit SNR "( for FF-BF with MMSE
LE, MMSE-DFE, and an MF receiver at the destination. Exponentially 
decaying power delay profile with (Jt = 2 and Lg = Lh = 5. For 
comparison the BER of FF-BF without (w/o) equalization (EQ) at the 
destination is also shown. 

the relays were optimized for the cases where a simple slicer 
and LEIDFE were employed at the destination. For the first case, 
we can obtained closed-form solutions and efficient numerical 
methods for computation of the optimal FIR FF-BF matrix 
filters. For the second case, we obtained an elegant method 
for calculation of the optimal IIR FF-BF matrix filters and an 
efficient numerical algorithm for calculation of near-optimal 
FIR FF-BF matrix filters. Simulation results confirm that for 
a given total number of antennas it is preferable to have the 
antennas concentrated in few relays rather than having many 
relays with few antennas. 
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